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If you’ve ever wished to go back with time and talk to your younger personal—to give advice, to
say everything you wish you'd known then that you know today, to promise that even though
it gets bad, it'll get better—after that this reserve is for you. If you are still young enough that a
lot of of life’s lessons stretch forward before you, then save a heap of problems and browse
what’s on these webpages. “This publication is a must-possess for readers who want to garner
the wisdom of a gifted writer who has lived it and learned a lot about life’s journey along the
way.” —Dayton Daily Information, “Vick’s picks for books that will make great gifts this year,”
11/25/2018“Shuly Xóchitl Cawood opens her new book light-heartedly: with good advice on
bangs. 3.” —Courtney LeBlanc, writer of The Violence Within “Right here are three more things
to tell yourself at any age: 1. This reserve belongs in the hands of everyone turning 17—or even
57! 2. You received’t find a better birthday gift. This is a writer to follow closely: the wonder,
delight and humor that hails from her work will stay with you for a very long time. It’s not
absolutely all fun and video games though: she also counsels her younger self on more
serious topics— like and faith and health and remembering that patience may also be required.
Even if you don’t browse it until you’re 57, it will still enable you to get tears, solace, and
wisdom.” —Carla Sameth, author of One Day on the Gold Series: A Memoir
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I've arrive from the near future with good news! What's wonderful concerning this booklet is
that it is part memoir and component prophecy (if told backwards). So often we wish that we
knew what we know now, then--there's even a song about any of it. She speaks truth. Life is
beautiful in the event that you let it be Once more, Shuly Cawood offers written a book that I
go through from begin to finish without getting it straight down. This is very different from her
gorgeous memoir, but an ideal inspiring read.. That is a sweet little book chock-ful-o nuggets
of wisdom gleaned from a life of learning. Some nuggets are funny, some poignant, some
painful, but often well written and illuminating. Many thanks, Ms. Essential! read to the end
before you select. Shuly Cawood is usually magical and a marvel, and I admire this letter to
herself, a Rosetta rock for deciphering existence. The simplicity of the reserve paired with the
beautifully smart phrases of Shuly Cawood should be shared with every young woman
adventuring into her teenage years. I want that I HAD TOLD MYSELF these 52 issues when I
was 17. Sweet little book.. And a great gift for just about any woman, specifically, from 17 to
52--and beyond. I found myself additionally laughing and sobbing, and both were a
relief.Some of the best excerpts from the book are attached. Life might have been just a little
less nerve-racking. It is almost impossible to choose my favorite; The author has a way of
speaking as though she were sitting across the table sharing a sit down elsewhere with you.
Perfection. Thank you! Cawood!
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